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Le Groups
G smooth manifold +

group
MiGxG- Ca, viG-G both smooth
mult'n inversion

E. (R2,+)

For gela, Lg:6-1, RgiG->6
high ↳-hg

left translation by I right translation by g
Both are smooth with smooth inverses by, Rgi, hence diffeomorphisms- (g,h)

& G- GN

a de



E
· Glu (dimension?

open subfld--
nxn

· open subgroups of his groups R

· R, e, RY, D", GnK

· St

· finite products ofLie groups
· fow;T =S'x ... x5

I

-

· countable discrete groups
For Git lie groups,

a hie group honorphism 6 - H is a

homomorphism of groups which is also smooth.



g. Here is a diagram ofhis group homomorphisms:
det

R >R* --GLn

I I I
K exptGlnK
-> "det
j j

IR ziR-> S
-

E

Every (in group homomorphism has constant rank.

For file -> H a lie gphom and get, the diagram



6=H commutes

Lyt
↓
Lf(g) It6
F
H gg- flgg):f(gifig')

so taking diffs at identities gives
Telo Tett

Allglet Indige so rank (dfg):rank(dfe) tgt.
Tg -T H

dfg figh

Or A hiegp how is is at itis bijuctive.



1 Reading:pp. 134-155
- universal covering groups of

hie gps existand are unique.
Their

covering maps
are lie

up
home. If

Eg. . :A*-I"

· exp:D -K
*

-

· SLR-SLeR

Lexample ofLie group which is not a matrixgroup

Ahe subgroup ofa lie up G is HIG endowed with a topology
and smooth, tructure making ita lie up and submanifold.



potentially
Drop a hin gp,

HIC & Hembedded submfId. immersed !
Then I is a hin subgy of G.

1 Restrict mult -invin maps on domain and codomain.

E. Open subgps are embedded hence lie subps. But...

Lemma Every open HEG is also closed, hence a union ofcomponents
ofG.

differ
-

Af G-H=WgH =W LgH is open, so It is closed.
gtG-H geGA

subp gen'd by W
-

top If WEG is a coun'd able ofe, then SW):Go, the
coun'd complt ofe in G.



In HW, you'll show GoG and
every

coun'd compt of G is

~Go

Kurnelsof Lie gphoms give a rich class oflie subps (generally
not open).

Pop IffiG -> H is a liegp hom, then herlf) is a properly
embedded him subgp ofG withcodin ber(f)= rank (f).

Isince of is constant rank, ber(f):f "(e) is an embedded subsp.
E. . SLuR=ker/det:GLR-RY)

· SLnD:ker(dt:GLnD - DY



Here's another embedded abop:
GnKGhan

Captibe)-> matrixwith 2x2 blocks I Our bac 1↳be ab

E.g. (*<> GLR (a +ib)(c +id) =(ac - bd) +i(ad +d)
atib -- (5 ) ac -bd -(ad +b))(⑤)(a):(ad+be acbdI

Ihm (deep) If HIC is a lie subp, then

It is closed ifI is embedded, nonfld
14 pp. 159-161) 1 str assumed

Ihm (deeper-closed subpthmn) (HE2/Aclozed) =(HG) iebp)
(P (h.20)



&Whathappens when fiG--A (ingp hom

and rank (f) < dimH?

A
constantrank level set this: any

level setis-

properlyembedded submifld.

Ne If this trivial:gre gth
then her (f) =G - notdiscrete!

codom (kerIf))=rank (f(

So ber(f) 0-diml iffrank (f):dim G



②Is image oflin gphom a lin subp?
AfiG -> H Liegp how

f(G) =H w
R

If fing, the file) (in suggest
Inowingf w/f(G) still
a lie subgp.

1-ker(f)-G-f(G)
1- asgps

maybe not-G/Kerlf)a mf/d!



Nte lie groups
-

groups in the category Diff
Cartesian

~
w) termindobj er

Agp objectin acat 2 is Geobe

equipped with us:
Gx +G

viG
-(a

y:
e -G

idu

GYGx -Gya

sit.excite uxid! tr
G GY G

er



o+ x(y,gi)I (g,g)
idx i

GA,GxG - 1x

↓ In
rec

matte
G


